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ABSTRACT
Production of large-pT hadron pairs by polarized photon on a longitudinally polarized pro-
ton towards probing the polarized gluon distribution is studied. Resolved photon contributions
and the eect of changing the scales are taken into account. It is shown that production of
pion pairs is not a good probe, but production of kaon pairs is a better one. The best probe





The determination of the size and shape of the polarized gluon distribution g remains
a major problem in Spin Physics. Clearly, the way to proceed is to study theoretically and
experimentally polarized reactions dominated by subprocesses with gluons in the initial state.
To this eect, experiments on charm production by polarized photons on longitudinally po-
larized protons (polarized photoproduction) [1], large-pT direct photon and jet production in
polarized p-p collisions [2], etc. will be carried [3,4].
As a reaction leading to useful information Ref. [5] has proposed the production of large-pT
hadron pairs H1, H2 in polarized photoproduction:
−!γ +−!p −! H1 + H2 + X (1.1)
There are, however, certain shortcomings in Ref. [5]:
(i) The resolved photon contributions are completely left out.
(ii) In general, reaction (1.1) is dominated by the subprocesses
(a) −!g −!γ −! qq; (b) −!q −!γ −! qg (1.2)
Whereas the rst is well taken into account, the second is treated in an approximate
and rather unclear way.
(iii) The eect of changing the renormalization and factorization scales has not been exam-
ined.
(iv) Their use of Monte-Carlo methods in treating the fragmentation of the nal partons to
hadrons somewhat obscures the procedure.
In the present paper, working as in [5], at Born level (leading order (LO) in as), our
purpose is:
(i) To account well of the resolved photon contributions. For pair production of charged
pions (Hi = 
+ or −, i = 1; 2), it turns out that they are important near the kinematic
region which [5] proposes to explore.
(ii) To treat the subprocess (b) of (1.2) on equal footing with (a).
(iii) To consider the eect of changing the scales. As a result of this change (as well as of
(i)), it is shown that for Hi = 
+ or − the reaction (1.1) does not provide information
on g. For Hi = K
+ or K− there is a limited range of rapidities in which (1.1) can
provide information.
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(iv) To use conventional QCD approach, employing recently obtained fragmentation func-
tions.
(v) To show that a proper combination of cross sections for certain choices of H1 and H2 will
make a probe much more clean. The combination, however, involves four cross sections,
and the experiment will be more dicult.
Apart from the cross section calculated in [5] (d=d1dx, for the denition of 1 and x
see Sect. II), we present also results for a transverse momentum distribution.
Sect. II presents our general formalism for the cross section d=d1dx and Sect. III for
the transverse momentum distribution d=d1dxT . Sect. IV presents results for d=d1dx
and the corresponding asymmetries; it considers also the eect of changing the scales. Sect. V
presents results for d=d1dxT . Sect. VI presents the above mentioned combination of cross
sections as well as our results. Finally, Sect. VII presents our concluding remarks, including
the proper place to be carried the experiments under discussion.
II. GENERAL FORMALISM FOR d=d1dx
The reaction (1.1) has, to some extent, been studied in Ref. [6], and here we avoid
repetition as much us possible. Consider the contribution of the subprocess
−!a (p1) +−!b (p2) −! c1 (p3) + c2 (2.1)
where the quantities in parentheses denote 4-momenta, and let
s = (p1 + p2)
2 ; t = (p3 − p1)2 ; u = (p3 − p2)2 (2.2)
(s + t + u = 0). Neglecting intrinsic transverse momenta, the hadrons Hi, (i = 1; 2) are
produced in opposite hemispheres with transverse momenta kiT and c.m. psedorapidities i
with respect to the photon. Denoting by
p
S the total c.m. energy and by 1 the azimuthal











dxbFb=γ (xb)  (S; xb; x1T ; x2T ; 1; 2) (2.3)







DH1=c1 (z1) DH2=c2 (z2) ; (2.4)
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the limits of integration in (2.3) are specied later. In (2.4), d=dt̂ is the cross section for
the subprocess (2.1), DHi=ci (zi), is the fragmentation function for ci ! Hi and
xa = xb exp (−1 − 2) (2.5)
zi = xiT (exp (1) + exp (2)) =2xb (2.6)
Eq. (2.4) expresses the contribution to the physical cross section from both direct and resolved





















The corresponding cross sections for the resolved γ contributions are taken from [8] with t$ u
(see also [6]).
Here we dene the variable
x = exp (−1 − 2) (2.8)
and determine rst d=d1dx. Also introduce
h = exp (2) (2.9)















 (S; x; xb; x1T ; x2T ; h)
(2.10)
The physical meaning of the variable x is clear from Eq. (2.5): it is x = xa for xb = 1 (direct
γ).
The limits on h are specied by the condition zi  1, which, in view of (2.6), (2.8) and
(2.9), implies:
h + x−1h−1  xb
where   min (2=x1T ; 2=x2T ). We nd:











; h−h+ = 1=x (2.11)
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T to be xed by












































Fb=γ (xb) (S; x; xb; x1T ; x2T ; h) (2.15)
with























Fb=γ (xb) (S; x; xb; x1T ; x2T ; h) (2.17)
with

























III. GENERAL FORMALISM FOR d=d1dxT
We start again from Eqs. (2.3), (2.4) and change variables:
x2T ! xT = 1
2









dxbFb=γ (xb)  (S; xT ; xb; x1T ; h1; h2) (3.2)
and  given by (2.4). Now





(h1 + h2) ; z2 =
2xT − x1T
2xb
(h1 + h2) (3.4)
The conditions zi  1 and xa  1 imply
h2 + xbh
−1
2  xb (3.5)
where   min (2=x1T ; 2= (2xT − x1T )). As in Sect. II:









; h−h+ = xb (3.7)
Here we have the condition
xb  4=2 (3.8)
Clearly, for x1T < xT :  = 2= (2xT − x1T ), whereas for x1T > xT :  = 2=x1T . So in the

















(S; 0; xT ) =
S
2
























T ; 2xT − 1
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2xT − x(0)T ; 1
)











In determining x1T;min we took into account that x1T = 2xT−x2T  2xT−1, and in determining
x1T;max that x1T = 2xT − x2T  2xT − x(0)T .
IV. RESULTS FOR d=d1dx AND THE CORRESPONDING
ASYMMETRIES
We present results for the three sets A,B,C of LO polarized distributions of [9], which can
be roughly characterized as follows in terms of g (x) ( Fg=p (x; Q0)):
Set A: g (x) > 0 and relatively large
Set B: g (x) > 0 and small
Set C: g (x) changing sign; g (x) < 0 for x > 0:1.
The fragmentation functions DHi=ci are taken from [10] (LO sets) and in the resolved γ contri-
butions we use the polarized structure functions of [11]. In aS (Q) we use  = 0:2 GeV and 4
flavors. The renormalization and factorization scales are taken equal, and with a central value
Q = Qc  (k1T + k2T ) =2. Following [5], we present results at
p




Fig. 1a presents d=d1dx for direct and resolved γ contributions with Hi = 
+ or −
(fragmentation functions (A.4)-(A.8) of [10]). In general, the resolved contributions are much
smaller. However, in particular for the sets A and B, in the range 0:1  x  0:2, where the
direct contributions change sign (and in which Ref. [5] presents results), the resolved are not
insignicant and cannot be left out.






for the sum direct+resolved and again Hi = 
+ or −. For the unpolarized d=d1dx we
use the CTEQ distributions [12], LO set. For each type of line (each set) the strong line
corresponds to the central value Qc  (k1T + k2T ) =2. We see that sets A and B are practically
indistinguishable; for Q = Qc, A and C could be distinguished in 0:1  x  0:2.
Fig. 1b presents also the eect of changing the scales in the range Qc=2  Qc  2Qc for
sets A and C. Now, we see that, apart from a small region, 0:1  x  0:13, the domains of
variation overlap. Even in this region, the dierence is too small for a clear distinction.
Now we turn to kaon production, and Fig. 2a presents d=d1dx for Hi = K
+ or K−
(fragmentation functions (A.19)-(A.23) of [10]) and Q = Qc. The essential dierence from
Fig. 1.a is that the direct γ contributions for sets A and B change sign at larger x (’ 0:35); in
contrast, for set C they still change sing near x ’ 0:1. As a result, in Fig. 2b, in 0:15  x  0:3,
the asymmetries for the sum direct+resolved dier signicantly between set C and sets A,
B. When the variation of the scales is taken into account (again in Qc=2  Qc  2Qc), a
signicant dierence still remains (Fig. 2b).
V. RESULTS FOR d=d1dxT
The transverse momentum distributions d=d1dxT and d=d1dxT are calculated for
the same distributions and fragmentation functions as Sect. IV, as well as for
p
S = 12 GeV
and k
(0)
T = 1:2 GeV . We present results only for Q = Qc  (k1T + k2T ) =2 as functions of
xT = (k1T + k2T ) =
p
S.
Fig. 3a presents asymmetries for Hi = 
+ or −. Clearly, even without accounting for the
variation of the scales, sets A, B and C are practically indistinguishable.
Fig. 3b presents asymmetries for Hi = K
+ or K−. Whereas A and B cannot be distin-
guished, in 0:3  xT  0:45 C diers signicantly from A, B and can be distinguished.
VI. THE COMBINATIONS OF CROSS SECTIONS
Denote, for simplicity,  (H1H2) either of the cross sections d=d1dx and d=d1dxT
for −!γ +−!p −! H1 + H2 + X. As it is discussed in Refs. [13] and [14], neglecting the resolved
γ contributions, the combinations



































isolate the contribution of the subprocess −!g −!γ −! qq.
When the resolved γ contributions, calculated via the polarized structure functions of [11],
are taken into account, the contirbution of −!q −!γ −! qg is not completely eliminated, but
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we nd that for x  0:4 it is smaller by  2 orders of magnitude than the contribution of
−!γ −!g −! qq. Hence the dierence in g between the sets A, B and C is displayed much better.
Below we present results for the corresponding asymmetries and for Q = Qc  (k1T + k2T ) =2.
The calculation of (6.1) requires the separation of the fragmentation functions for + and
−. To this purpose, as in [6], we use:




D+=g (z) =D−=g (z) = D+=s (z) =D−=s (z) = 1 (6.4)
For the calculation of (6.2) we use [6]:




DK+=g (z) =DK−=g (z) = DK+=d (z) =DK−=d (z) = 1 (6.6)
Fig. 4 displays asymmetries corresponding to cross sections d=d1dx; Fig. 4a refers to
 () and 4b to  (K). Now the dierences between the sets A, B and in particular C are
much larger and over a much wider range of x than in Figs. 1b and 2b.  () can certainly
provide useful information on g.
Fig. 5 displays asymmetries corresponding to cross sections d=d1dxT ; Fig. 5a refers
to  () and 5b to  (K). Again, the dierences between sets A, B and in particular C are
much larger.
Clearly, the combinations (6.1) and (6.2) are much more clean probes of the polarized
gluon distribution. They involve, however, four cross sections, and the statistical error will be
reasonably small if each cross section is measured with good statistics.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have seen that, with the exception of −!γ +−!p −! K+ + K− + X in the range 0:15 
x  0:3 (Sect. IV), the process −!γ +−!p −! H1 + H2 + X does not lead to useful information
on the size and shape of the polarized gluon distribution g.
Regarding the COMPASS experiment [1], one further diculty is the following: As this
is an experiment on polarized muon-proton scattering, the initial photons are quasi-real (γ)
and a convolution via the Weiszacker-Williams formula is necessary. The convolution integral
involves the split function of the lepton l ! γ, and the ratio
Pγ=l=Pγ=l =
1− (1− xl)2
1 + (1− xl)2
(7.1)
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is < 1 and vanishes for xl ! 0. Hence, in general , the actual asymmetries will be smaller by
30%-50% depending on the energy of the experiment. Thus, even for
−!
γ+−!p −! K++K−+X,
obtaining information on g will be dicult.
Polarized real photons at a comparable
p
S (’ 10 GeV ) are available at SLAC; clearly the
results of Sects. IV, V, and VI are most appropriate for a SLAC experiment.
In this work (and in [5]) the eect of next-to-leading order corrections (NLOC) has not
been considered. A number of other cases suggests that their eect on the asymmetries will
be less important than that on the cross sections; a partial understanding can be found in Ref.
[14]. With NLOC, the eect on the cross sections of changing the scales is, in general, reduced.
Whether (and how much) this aect will be reduced on the asymmetries is unclear. Anyway,
the interest in reaction (1.1) as a possible probe of g makes imperative the determination
of NLOC.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. Results when each of the nal hadrons Hi, i = 1; 2, is 
+ or −.
(a) Dierential cross sections d=d1dx for direct and resolved γ contributions for
Q = Qc = (k1T + k2T ) =2. A, B and C refer to the parton distributions of Ref. [9].
(b) Asymmetries A = (d=d1dx) = (d=d1dx) and their variation with changing the
scales in the range Qc=2  Qc  2Qc. Strong lines correspond to the scale Q = Qc. The
bands with forward and backward slanted hatches show this variation for sets A and C
correspondingly. For set B the variation is not shown.
Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 when each of the nal hadrons Hi is K
+ or K−.
Fig. 3. Asymmetries A = (d=d1dxT ) = (d=d1dxT ).
(a) When each of the hadrons Hi is 
+ or −.
(b) When each of Hi is K
+ or K−.
Fig. 4. Asymmetries for the combinations (6.1) and (6.2) for cross sections d=d1dx.
(a) For the combination (6.1) of pions
(b) For the combination (6.2) of kaons
Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 4, but referring to the cross sections d=d1dxT
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